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Stadur combines supreme quality ‘Made in Germany’ with long-standing competence in the field of floor-level 
shower areas, bathroom design and wellness. Edges and thresholds in the shower area belong to the past 
thanks to Stadur shower elements. Top-quality materials guarantee many years of unlimited shower fun. The 
bathroom becomes part of a comfortable living concept rather than just a functional wet area thanks to the 
versatility of Stadur products. 

All Stadur shower elements are provided with a factory-fitted, dual-sided wall sealing tape; footstep sound 
absorption and a fire protection solution can also be offered. We recommend our Rapid substructure block 
instead of a mortar bed for height compensation. This time-saving lightweight component made of extruded 
polystyrene hard foam, which can be universally used for all other Stadur boards, Has a dual-sided special 
coating and factory-fitted drain recess. Material thicknesses: 20, 30, 40, 50, 60 and 80 mm. 

INTRODUCTION 
Shower boards, design objects and building boards from Stadur
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Unlimited in shape and tile. The Basic Board shower tray substrate element 
in many versions enables the fast and easy installation of floor-level shower 
areas. Low construction height, even gradient of approx. 2-3 % to the floor 
drain and immediate availability for tiling with ceramic or alternative floor 
coverings, allows fast and trouble-free assembly without thresholds and 
edges. Custom-made products up to a size of 2500 x 1500 mm provide 
limitless creative space for individual planning. A fire protection insert is 
available for public buildings. Various grating designs round off the look 
of the element. Eccentric and height-adjustable designs give you creative 
freedom. The extra-flat ‘old building renovation’ version makes the Basic 
Board series a real all-rounder!

Basic Board Unlimited in shape and tile

The visually attractive Line Board is available in two versions in oblong 
and square designs, in sizes up to 2500 x 1500 mm. Channel lengths up 
to 2000 mm leave nothing to be desired for the customer. Owing to its 
special coating, the Line Board can be clad immediately with individual 
tiles. Alternatively you can select between different finished surfaces, such 
as exclusive ceramic or teak wood. Many colours and surface finishes 
are available. To round things off visually we offer you various design 
grates as well as the choice of single or multi-sided slopes.

Line Board Aesthetics with a clear line
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The Basic gradient wedge in many different versions enables the fast and 
easy construction of floor-level shower areas that are drained via a wall 
drain. The low construction height, even gradient of about 2-3  % to the 
integrated wall channel as well as the possibility of immediate tiling enable 
fast and easy installation without thresholds and edges. Custom-made 
products up to a size of 2500 x 1500 mm provide limitless creative space 
for individual planning.

Basic gradient wedge The optimum solution for integrated 
          wall drains



We offer the pore-free cast mineral surface in four standard shapes. 
Innumerable dimensions and special shapes are possible on enquiry. 
The Life Board is available as standard in sanitary white. The surface 
can be supplied on enquiry in any RAL colour. A Grip anti-slip 
surface according to Class B (DIN 51097) is optionally available. 
This versatility facilitates the planning and design of shower areas in 
private households, wellness facilities, hotels, clinics, rehabilitation 
centres, old people’s homes and public swimming baths.

Life Board Shower area with a wide colour range in MineRAL

Our teak wood originates from plantations where sustainable forestry 
is practised and is used on account of its high natural oil content 
as a shower element for unique showering enjoyment. Thanks to its 
properties, teak wood has a high resistance to mould and various 
chemicals. Four different surface laying patterns can be chosen with 
equilateral squares. Teak wood is anti-slip and free of splinters. A 
natural shower experience becomes reality with this board.

Nature Board A composition of nature and technology

The superior-quality, skin-friendly ceramic surfaces have the excellent 
scratch resistance MOHS hardness 8. This is only exceeded by 
the hardness of a diamond. In addition the surface is resistant to 
aggressive liquids of all kinds. With four standard colours and 12 
further colours, the exclusive surfaces offer individual creative space. 
A uniform image is achieved thanks to the factory-revised cover in the 
same ceramic design. You can set accents in your bathroom by the 
combination of large-size wall elements and floor coverings in the 
same look.

HighTec Board Complete shower tray with ceramic covering



Life Board Shower area with a wide colour range in MineRAL

Due to its natural stone surface, each board is unique. Two designs 
are available: Compact - means a fully ready-to-install Elegance Board 
with a granite surface and a substructure. The cover is supplied with a 
matching natural stone surface. Basis - the substructure has a dual-sided 
special coating for on-site cladding with granite up to max. 20 mm. The 
drain cover is factory-prepared for the on-site fitting of natural stone. 

Elegance Board Luxury natural stone shower areas

Adventure showers are not only restricted to wellness areas; they are 
becoming increasingly popular in private households, too. Round and 
curved showers as well as shower elements with wall systems allow the 
easy design of shower landscapes and are a popular alternative to 
conventional shower partitions. Thanks to the dual-sided special coating 
of the side walls and the floor element, the immediate fitting of ceramic 
coverings is possible. A fittings panel is optionally available for the 
installation of fittings on site.

Round & Wall System Adventure showers - simply different
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Whether free-standing or integrated in shower cubicles, relaxation furniture 
such as benches and loungers are becoming ever more popular. Thanks 
to the highly pressure-resistant expanded polystyrene hard foam, the 
comfortable Relax elements are ideal for use in spas, saunas and hotels 
as well as in public swimming baths and private households. Whether 
round or square, as building kit or solid body - no limits are imposed on 
your ideas for rest and relaxation. Draw or describe your ideas and we 
will draft the matching solution.

Relax Indulge in sweet idleness



Whether washstands, shelf systems or curved claddings - with our 
BaseTec Vario systems no limits are imposed on you and your 
fantasy. Simple processing, reduced adhesive use in conjunction 
with increased stability and the possibility of forming support your 
individuality. The combination of high insulating properties, water-
impermeable polystyrene hard foams and safe protection against 
mould create an ideal surface for mosaic, plastering techniques and 
all tile formats. 

Furniture Design Furniture for every desire

Thanks to its special coating the BaseTec building board is the ideal 
solution for wet cells/spa construction. It combines low dead weight 
with a high degree of stability. The dual-sided dimensioning and 
cutting to size with the cutter or a jig saw saves time when processing. 
More and more users are recognising the saving in adhesive 
consumption of up to 40%. Material thicknesses from 4 mm to 80 mm 
are available in both 2600 x 600 mm and in XL-format. Individually 
manufactured BaseTec bracket for on-site pipe claddings rounds off 
the range.

BaseTec Building Board One for all

This product is very suitable due to its extraordinary versatility. 
BaseTec angles of all leg lengths and boxes can be made with 
standard milling. With additional milling the BaseTec angle can be 
made into a wide range of shapes even up to rounded off claddings.

BaseTec angle Cladding done the easy way
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The Vario slotted board imposes no limits on your creativity. The 
board is longitudinally or transversely slotted in the factory and thus 
enables individual shapes to be created. Regardless of whether you 
want to design claddings for bath tubs, individual bathroom furniture 
or curves and sinuous lines - with the Vario slotted board we offer you 
the optimum solution for every project.

Vario slotted board Individual design

The ideal solution for light, load-bearing floor designs. The absolutely 
tight connections to Stadur shower boards present no problems 
due to the easy-to-install groove and tongue system. Problem-free 
transport, low weight and easy cutting to size with a jack saw or 
hand saw allow uncomplicated, fast and cheap processing. Another 
point is the saving of energy: with a thickness of 40 mm the NF 
flooring board achieves a U-value of only 0.762. Laying on wooden 
or concrete floors is easily possible.

BaseTec NF Easy processing for the floor solution

The Vario building board is a hard foam support element, ready for 
tiling and versatile in daily use. The homogeneous special coating 
can be formed in ways that is unimaginable for other building 
boards. Long-established cutting and shaping techniques are no 
problem thanks to its unique coating. Even opposite structures are 
possible. Available in thicknesses of 10 to 80 mm. Also available as 
longitudinally and transversely slotted board for creative freedom.

Vario building board The robust multi-talent

BaseTec angle Cladding done the easy way



Stadur Produktions GmbH & Co. KG
Ostereichen 2-4, 
21714 Hammah, Germany

Telefon +49 (0) 41 44 / 234-0
Telefax +49 (0) 41 44 / 234-100
E-Mail info@stadur.com
Internet www.stadur.com

Contact us.
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